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faith and lin measures create the same rankings, sanchez and cmatch measures create the same rankings
vector, 01vector, and word2vec trained on Medline 1975-2016 data
where ties occurred, the lowest value is assigned
Fish Oil is rich in Eicosapentaenoic Acid 
lesk with Somatomedin C and Arginine is still running

Target Term Ranks with Semantic Filter

Measure
Eicosapentaenoic 
Acid  (C0000545)

Magnesium
(C0024467)

Arginine
(C0003765)

Baselines

Total terms 29371 33305 56449

freq 1406 167 45

numLinks 1026 107 16

Path based
path 1206 1462 1230

wup 631 1151 1315

IC based
lin 492 845 200

lin intrinsic 447 400 667

Feature Based
cmatch 3215 1336 1377

batet 86 1439 761

Relatedness

lesk 4980 1545 -

vector 926 3741 556

o1vector 9934 1205 206

Explanation of Results
1) No path between terms causes poor results for many similarity measures
2) Interesting terms are often within different semantic groups. 

CA B

Non-Interacting Literatures

What is LBD?
• Automated methods to find implicit relationships between non-interacting terms

Why does LBD matter?
• There are millions of scholarly publications per year leading to increased 

specialization and narrowing of disciplines
• Literature Based Discovery can create a bridge between non-interacting, but 

complementary literatures
• Connections can guide research and produce new knowledge

How is LBD performed?
• Through Text Mining and Natural Language Processing

Semantic relatedness is a measure of how related two terms are, while
Semantic similarity is a type of semantic relatedness based primarily on
isA relationships,

A Metathesaurus, Specialist Lexicon, and Semantic Network of

medical terms. Synonymous terms are mapped to a single concept,

and concepts are linked semi-heirarchically via primarily isA

relationships.

Detection of Implicit 
Knowledge from Explicit 
Connections

X

Y

Z
Raynaud’s Disease

Blood Viscosity

Fish Oil

Literature Based Discovery (LBD)

Semantic Relatedness

Apple is both similar and related to fruit
Smoking is related to but not similar to heart disease

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)

Idea
Hypothesis
• Semantic similarity and relatedness measures can estimate term interestingness

Reasoning
• Current ranking schemes are based on term co-occurrences
• Second order co-occurrence vectors are based on co-occurrences of definitional terms, which 

may more accurately measure interestingness
• Similarity measures incorporate explicit knowledge about drugs, diseases, and symptoms

Procedure
• Rank Target (Z) Terms using semantic similarity and relatedness measures

Evaluation
• Compare Target (Z) Term ranks of known discoveries using time-sliced datasets

1) Raynaud’s Disease and Fish Oil using data from 1983-1985
2) Migraines and Magnesium using data from 1980-1984
3) Somatomedin C and Arginine using data from 1960-1989

Discovery replication on three different evaluation datasets 
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Open Questions
• What is the best training data to use for relatedness measures? IC measures?
• Will Association measures perform well? Word Embeddings?
• Can the definitional overlap problem with vector measures be alleviated via similar term pruning?
• Compare results with Mean Average Precision (MAP)?Current Ranking schemes are based on:

1) count of term co-occurrences (freq)
- freq would rank Z2 first

2) count of intermediate linking terms (numLinks)
- numLinks would rank Z1 first

But, perhaps Z4 is truly the most interesting term.

Note: Other statistical measures have been tried, such 
as relative frequency, TF-IDF, weighted frequency, etc., 
but have not been widely adopted.

Baseline

Future Work: Other Applications in LBD

Query expansion:
• Ancestors and/or descendants of terms to expand the literature at the starting and linking steps.  

• This eliminates what are effectively single jumps
• This may solve problems with terms that are too broad or too similar

Term Pruning:
• Remove similar terms at linking and target steps via similarity threshold

Clustering Results:
• Discover ‘functional groups’ of terms in the results for both linking and target terms

Magnesium, an element 
with atomic symbol mg

Lithium, an element 
with atomic symbol Li

Light Metals

3) Definitional overlap between uninteresting 
terms. vector, o1vector, and lesk rely on 
definitional information.  Siblings will rank very 
high on the list, but may be uninteresting or 
obvious connections

X ZY
Symptom DrugDisease

Problem
Literature Based Discovery produces too many connections to be manually evaluated.
Accurate interestingness measures of terms is essential for spurious term elimination,
term ranking, and term thresholding. Current measures are simple and could be
improved.


